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Bakery Shop
Near Me

Situated in the heart of Dubai, Local Cookies offers
the best cookies in Sharjah and is the top-pick
bakery shop near me. Local cookies offer a
plethora of cookies, like healthy cookies, Galaxy
cookies, and Kinder cookies. Next time you’re
looking for cookies in Sharjah, try Local Cookies and
indulge yourself in freshly baked cookies' warm,
sweet taste. 

https://localcookies.ae/


Cookies are a delicious modern delicacy that’s part
of every celebration and even a fantastic quick bite
option when craving a sugary treat. Local Cookies,
located in the heart of Sharjah, offers a freshly baked
selection of the best cookies in Dubai. With endless
varieties of delicious-tasting healthy cookies,
indulge yourself in the sweet realm of dessert treats
loved by everyone. Get better-tasting cookies than
even Ben’s cookies at great prices right here at
Local Cookies, regarded as the best bakery shop
near me experience you can have.

Only the Best Cookies in Dubai,
Home-delivered in minutes:

Local Cookies

https://localcookies.ae/
https://localcookies.ae/
https://localcookies.ae/


Chocolate cookies: The cookie that comes to mind when you hear the
word cookie. A timeless classic. A treat loved by old and young. With a
million different recipes but the same comfort and warmth. That
summarizes a chocolate cookie. Chocolate cookies are the single most
consumed cookie type in the world. They’re perfect for a quick bite, and
when paired with a glass of milk, you’ve got yourself a breakfast.

Pistachio cookies: the modern take on traditional pistachio-flavored
cookies with real pistachio paste blended with the raw cookie material to
obtain a baked pistachio-perfected delicacy. Pistachio cookies are
specifically more popular among adults and older people for their
exquisite taste and for offering the perfect balance of sweet and salty.

All the different flavors, encapsulating a
million emotions, offered as a cookie

https://localcookies.ae/
https://localcookies.ae/product/pistachio-cookie/


Nutella cookies: As the name suggests, the ever-popular Nutella spread is
now an official flavor in cookies. Nutella cookies take chocolate-flavored
cookies to the next level. With a strong chocolate taste, these are perfect to
satisfy your hunch for chocolate with ease. 

Brownie cookies: At first glance, you might be confused about what a
brownie cookie is. Is it a brownie cake, or is it a proper cookie? Well, we’ve
just developed the perfect blend of a cookie and a brownie to form brownie
cookies: The brownie flavor and texture you love are now in the form of a
cookie. Talk about the best of both worlds.

Stuffed cookies: Take your favorite flavor or filling of choice and stuff that in
between your cookies. That’s how you end up with stuffed cookies. Local
Cookies has perfected the method of baking stuffed cookies without
compromising on their form factor or taste. They still feel soft without being
shaped like a disaster. Stuffed cookies could elevate any moment with their
exquisite taste and mouth-filling bites.

https://localcookies.ae/product/nutella-cookie/
https://localcookies.ae/product/brownie-cake-12-pcs/
https://localcookies.ae/product-category/stuffed-cookie-box/


Corporate or small, we can
overtake any order: Local

Cookies

We offer you a perfect anniversary
gift in the form of a happiness box
and gift hampers that can easily be
customized to your liking. Corporate
gifts are also available in the form
of gathering boxes that include a
variety of cookies. You can
customize the box to your liking to
have the cookies of your choice
right at your doorstep.

https://localcookies.ae/product-category/anniversary-gift/
https://localcookies.ae/product-category/anniversary-gift/
https://localcookies.ae/product-category/corporate_gift/
https://localcookies.ae/product-category/corporate_gift/


Preparation of
these heavenly
delicacies

When you choose Local Cookies as your
destination, offering the best cookies in
Dubai, you also gain the trust and
expertise of our professional team, which
has years of experience serving and
catering to customers with all their
dessert needs. You can be assured of the
best quality of service when choosing a
healthy cookie at Local Cookies. Be it
chocolate cookies or brownie cookies
that entice you, Local Cookies has got
you covered.

https://localcookies.ae/product/assorted-healthy-cookies-12-pcs/
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Share your
thoughts!

Address: Muwaileh
Commercial - Industrial
Area - Sharjah - United

Arab Emirates

Phone: +971 6 530 0115

Menu: localcookies.ae

Email: Hello@localcookies.ae
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